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Bulk RNA-Seq data provide insightful look onto the overall state of transcriptome in the
researched tissue. Bulk RNA-Seq is however being overshadowed by single-cell RNA
sequencing, which allows for detailed identification of processes involved in damage and
disease. Here, we discuss the use of deconvolution algorithm CibersortX, developed by
Newman et al (2019), which estimates cell type abundancies in bulk tissue based on a single-
cell reference. We have applied CibersortX to describe the dynamics of tissue composition in
bulk specimen of two distinct models of acute brain injury, succesfully identifying the
differences down to rare cellular subtypes.
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Framework of digital cytometry (deconvolution by Newman et al
(2019):
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2) Cell type proportions

3) Cell type-specific gene expression

Output:

• Cell type proportions per sample (sums to 100 %)

• Cell type-specific genes and their expression in the bulk samples

Digital cytometry (= deconvolution) enables:

• To dissect cell type composition in bulk samples, even for rare (~1%) populations

• Identification of unconventional cell type markers

• To estimate the cell type-specific expression for robust markers

Results were adjusted from Stokowska et al. (submitted)

Choosing the reference dataset
To consider: Are the conclusions specific to their experimental
settings or transferrable?
Smaller datasets often profile only a limited number of cell types (or
just one). Experiment-specific attributes (e.g. method of
preparation) therefore play an important factor for the conclusion
transfer. Inversely, cell atlases miss disease/injury-specific cell
subtypes.

Habib et al., 2020

Download and 
reconstruct the results

Reference dataset and its annotation
These are the most crucial components to the analysis.
• Technical parameters (e.g. low seq depth or cell count)

may limit the deconvolution performance as the cell
types are defined from very few or irrepresentative cells.

• Too detailed annotation limits the robustness of
deconvolution (optimum ~ 10 cell types per dataset).

Signature matrix
Representative input from the reference dataset is
pre-selected for cell type specific gene markers by
machine learning algorithm.
• Reference input is presented in the form of UMI

count matrix, listing up to 10k reference cells.
Individual cell types should have similar number of
representative cells.

• When referencing an entire tissue, entire
transcriptome should be listed.

• When referencing just a subselection of the tissue
(e.g. one cell type), only the cell-type specific
genes should be listed.
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Bulk expression data are
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Deconvolution results
Here, experimental goal was to follow changes
occurring after ischemic incident in mice. Naïve,
day 7 post injury (p.i.) and day 14 p.i. mice were
sampled, from both hemispheres - control
hemisphere (CL) and ischemic lesion (IL).
Orthogonal design with replicates n = 4. Mean cell
fractions per condition are plotted.

Firstly, whole tissue profile was deconvoluted full
reference dataset containing all genes. (5A)

Secondly, heterogeneity of astrocyte response was
deconvoluted by subselected reference file with
genes variably expressed across astrocytic
subpopulations. (5B)
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